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2021 NYATEP Board Nominations

UPCOMING EVENTS

MAY
MENTAL HEALTH
FIRST AID
PRESENTED BY MHANYS
MAY 17, 2021
CHANGE MAKERS
CONVERSATIONCANNABIS AND THE
IMPACT ON THE LABOR
FORCE- TBD

Do you want to be on the front line of shaping the future of workforce development in New York
State?
Join NYATEP’s Board of exemplary leaders -- as we open the call for nominations to elect
NYATEP’s Regional Vice Presidents who represent their colleagues from New York City, Long
Island, Hudson Valley, Midstate, Capital District, North Country, and Western New York. NYATEP
Board Members play a crucial role in guiding and supporting the NYATEP staff as they carry out
the Board’s strategic vision for the Association.
We invite you to learn more about the role of a Board Member and the expectations for joining
the Board. Nominations may be made by current dues paying members, and any one who wishes
to appear on the ballot must be nominated.
Nominations must be received no later than May 15, 2021 at 4:00PM via this electronic survey. If
you have any questions do not hesitate to reach out to Jenine Loche at jloche@nyatep.org

VIRTUAL MEMBER
MEETINGS
MAY 21, 24 & 25, 2021

JUNE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 101
PRESENTED BY CENTER
FOR EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 9

JULY
GOING TO WORK
WITH A RECORD
PRESENTED BY CENTER
FOR EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
JULY 7

OCTOBER
See Board Survey Here

NYATEP FALL
CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 27-28, 2021

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION OF TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT PROFESSIONALS IS WORKING FOR YOU BY...

VOICE

Advocating for the
workforce field across
New York State.

KNOWLEDGE

Developing industry
leaders through technical
and professional
development.

PROGRESS

Innovating and pushing
the needle for progress
within workforce.

MEMBERSHIP

Convening workforce
professionals,
businesses and industry
experts for a better
tomorrow.

CONNECT WITH US
www.nyatep.org
P.O. Box 648
Albany, NY 12201
FOLLOW US:
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REGISTER TODAY!
NYATEP MEMBER MEETINGS
Our Membership meetings are open to both current and future NYATEP members. Please share
this information with colleagues and partners that may be interested. Because these are virtual
meetings we invite you to join the day or time that works best for you if you cannot make the
designated days and times.

Sign up today for our Virtual Member meetings!
Western NY - Friday, May 21, 2021- 10-11:30 am
Central NY - Monday, May 24, 2021- 10-11:30am
Capital Region/Hudson Valley - Monday, May 24, 2021- 1-2:30pm
New York City - Tuesday, May 25, 2021- 10-11:30am
Long Island - Tuesday, May 25, 2021- 1-2:30pm

Register Here
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Emergency Broadband Benefit
Launch Date Announced.
The FCC announced that on May 12, 2021, eligible households will be able to apply for the Emergency Broadband
Benefit.
In announcing the official launch date, Acting Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel stated:
“Families in every corner of the country have been struggling to get online throughout this pandemic. For those families,
we now say help is around the corner. In less than two weeks, we will have a new way for disconnected Americans
to access the internet to carry out their day-to-day life, so they can reach the virtual classroom, take advantage of
telehealth, and seek new employment opportunities.”
Beginning on May 12 households can apply in three ways:
1. Contact your preferred participating broadband provider directly to learn about their application process.
2. Go to GetEmergencyBroadband.org to apply online and to find participating providers near you.
3. Call 833-511-0311 for a mail-in application, and return it along with proof of eligibility to: Emergency Broadband
Support Center, P.O. Box 7081, London, KY 40742
Materials that partners can use to help promote the Emergency Broadband Benefit to the communities they serve will
be available soon on www.fcc.gov/emergency-broadband-benefit-outreach-toolkit.
The FCC hosted a webinar that provided an overview of the benefit, eligibility criteria, how to apply, and the FCC’s
partner toolkit materials. If you missed the event live, a recording can be viewed online.

Clean Energy Technology is the Future

Let’s Build Our Future
Workforce Together
NYSERDA is funding paid internships for eligible individuals at
clean energy companies in New York State. Through workforce
development, we are preparing the next generation of clean
energy workers – providing our youth with opportunities to
build experience and gain valuable skills – while positioning
New York for a low-carbon future.

Prospective interns and New York-based
businesses can learn more and apply at

nyserda.ny.gov/WFDinterns
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NYATEP’s NYS Budget Recap
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As we celebrate the wins from the NYS Budget we cannot forget how much work is still to be done!

Our Advocacy
Wins
*

$175 million Workforce Develop-

ment Initiative
* First-in-the nation affordable
internet for low-income families
* Funding to support the expansion
of childcare availability and
affordability
Through your advocacy efforts we
keot these initiatives in front of our
representatives!
Our voices matter and make a
difference.

Ongoing Legislative Advocacy
175 million Workforce Development Initiative
-Secure funding
-Address issues with application & funding disbursement
-Push for new Director for the Office of Workforce Development to be hired
Establish a six-month, 100% income disregard for New York’s public
assistance recipients participating in publicly funded workforce and
postsecondary programs, and employment opportunities
-Introduce & pass bill
$50 million COVID-19 Workforce Development Recovery Initiative
-Ensure that funding is being directed towards meeting local workforce
development training needs
Legalization of Cannabis
-Address what the impact will be on the labor force

In the week ending April 24, the advance figure for seasonally adjusted initial claims was 553,000, a decrease of 13,000
from the previous week’s revised level. The previous week’s level was revised up by 19,000 from 547,000 to 566,000.
The 4-week moving average was 611,750, a decrease of 44,000 from the previous week’s revised average. This is the
lowest level for this average since March 14, 2020 when it was 225,500. The previous week’s average was revised up by
4,750 from 651,000 to 655,750.
The advance seasonally adjusted insured unemployment rate was 2.6 percent for the week ending April 17, unchanged
from the previous week’s unrevised rate. The advance number for seasonally adjusted insured unemployment during
the week ending April 17 was 3,660,000, an increase of 9,000 from the previous week’s revised level. The previous
week’s level was revised down by 23,000 from 3,674,000 to 3,651,000. The 4-week moving average was 3,684,000, a
decrease of 23,250 from the previous week’s revised average. This is the lowest level for this average since March 28,
2020 when it was 3,611,750. The previous week’s average was revised down by 5,750 from 3,713,000 to 3,707,250.

Read the Full Report Here
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SBA sets opening date for Restaurant
Revitalization Fund - May 3 Application
Opening
» $28.6 billion is available in funding to cover an
estimated $270 billion in losses
» Deadline: Application portal opens 5/3/21
» This money will go very fast - interested businesses
should apply on day one, hour one.
» For the first 21 days, funds will only be awarded to
businesses owned 51% or more by women, people
of color, veterans, or socially and economically
disadvantaged populations.
» Any business can apply starting day one - if you are
not a priority category, your goal should be to have
your application be one of the first looked at on day
22. Get your application submitted and timestamped
as close to 5/3/21 12pm EST possible. The program
will run until funds dry out - this could be day 30.

WHO CAN APPLY
• Eligible entities who have experienced pandemicrelated revenue loss include:
• Restaurants
• Food stands, food trucks, food carts
• Caterers
• Bars, saloons, lounges, taverns
• Snack and nonalcoholic beverage bars
• Licensed facilities or premises of a beverage
alcohol producer where the public may taste,
sample, or purchase products
• Bakeries*
• Brewpubs, tasting rooms, taprooms*
• Breweries and/or microbreweries*
• Wineries and distilleries*
• Inns*
*onsite sales to the public must comprise at least 33%
of gross receipts

Read Press Release Here

Program Year 2020 Quarter 1 Primary Indicators
of Performance Report
The PY20Q1 WIOA Primary Indicators of Performance Report Card reflects Local Area performance with respect to the
PY20 negotiated goals. Similar to past reports, individual emails will be sent out to Local Area Directors, Operators, and
Career Center Managers which will include individual lists of participants in the Credential and Measurable Skill Gains
measures to allow for follow-up and updating data entry.

Read More Here
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Division of Minority and Women Business
Development has released a brand new website
The ESD Division of Minority and Women Business Development has released a brand new website, which includes a
new MWBE Certification Self-Assessment Tool at: https://esd.ny.gov/doing-business-ny/mwbe
This Self-Assessment Tool assists firms in the preliminary steps towards NYS MWBE certification. These questions may
be used to perform a self-assessment of the firm as well as to help MWBEs better understand the certification criteria.
We suggest directing a MWBE to the Certification Assessment Tool first and prior to applying.
More information is on the flyer and also directly on our website: https://esd.ny.gov/doing-business-ny/mwbe/mwbe-certification-assessment

MWBE Certification
Assessment Tool
About the Division of Minority and Women’s Business Development (“DMWBD”)
DMWBD's mission is to promote equality of economic opportunities for minority and women-owned
business enterprises (“MWBEs”) and to eliminate barriers to their participation in state contracting.
We supplement New York State’s economic leadership with information and resources that increase
access to information and opportunities for minority and women-owned businesses throughout the
state. We provide customers with exceptional service, integrity, and accountability using both proven
and innovative methods.

What is the MWBE Certification Assessment Tool?
DMWBD is here to support MWBEs. The MWBE Certification Assessment Tool (“selfassessment tool”) helps MWBE applicants better understand the criteria for NYS MWBE
certification and aims to improve our customer service. The purpose of the self-assessment tool is
to assist MWBEs in the preliminary steps toward certification. It is created for informational and
educational purposes only and does not offer legal advice or guarantee certification.

NYS MWBE Certification
Eligibility Criteria
To be NYS MWBE certified, a firm must
demonstrate that it is a for-profit business
enterprise that is at least fifty-one percent
(51%) owned, operated, and controlled,
independently of any other business, by one
or more minority or women-owners, in
accordance with Article 15-A of the
Executive Law and the MWBE Regulations.

Accessing the MWBE
Certification Assessment Tool
The self-assessment tool is located on
DMWBD’s website:
www.esd.ny.gov/mwbe.html and
specifically under the “How do I become
MWBE certified?” section. It can also
be accessed directly by visiting:
https://esd.ny.gov/doing-businessny/mwbe/mwbe-certification-assessment

Read Press Release Here
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Bringing Digital Skills to Previously
Incarcerated Jobseekers
When I was in federal prison, I witnessed firsthand how incarceration affects people’s lives — even long after they’re released. After my own release in 2015, I created The Ladies of Hope Ministries (The LOHM), which helps previously incarcerated women transition back into society through education, entrepreneurship, spiritual empowerment and advocacy.
In the U.S., more than 600,000 people make the transition from prisons to the community each year. While many are
ready to start working, they often face systemic barriers to entering the workforce. The unemployment rate for people
impacted by incarceration is five times the national average. Because of systemic racism in the justice system, this disproportionately impacts the Black community, who also experiences higher unemployment rates than any other racial
group. Additionally, 82% of middle-skill jobs in the U.S. require digital proficiency, but many incarcerated individuals
lack digital literacy after being removed from technology in prison. The research is clear: Ensuring people have jobs is
key to helping them stay out of prison and contributes to our country’s economic health.
Everyone should have access to economic opportunity. That’s why my nonprofit, along with the Center for Employment
Opportunities, Defy Ventures, Fortune Society and The Last Mile, is partnering with Google on the Grow with Google
Career Readiness for Reentry program. This program will train more than 10,000 people who have been impacted by
incarceration on digital skills they can use to get a job or start businesses. This initiative builds upon Google’s existing
criminal justice work — which includes more than $40 million in Google.org grants to organizations advancing reform
in the U.S. justice system over the last six years — and is part of Google’s racial equity commitment to help Black job
seekers grow their digital skills.

Read Article Here

HUD to Increase Access to Opportunity for 10,000
Families through New $50 Million Housing Mobility
Demonstration
HUD Secretary Marcia L. Fudge this week
announced awards to nine lead public
housing authorities (PHAs) that will
participate in HUD’s new Housing Choice
Voucher (HCV) Mobility Demonstration,
which will receive$45.7 million in total
funding. Through this Demonstration,
PHAs will provide over 10,000 families
with children better access to low-poverty
neighborhoods with high-performing
schools and other strong community
resources. Participating regions represent
diverse housing markets, population
sizes, local laws regarding source-ofincome nondiscrimination, and experiences
implementing housing mobility programs.
The Demonstration builds upon recent
research that shows growing up in
neighborhoods with lower levels of poverty
improves children’s academic achievement
and long-term chances of success and
reduces
intergenerational poverty. Children
8
who move to low-poverty neighborhoods

have also been shown to experience
lower rates of hospitalizations, lower
hospital spending, and some changes
in mental health over the long-term
follow-up. Adults given the chance to
move to low-poverty neighborhoods
experience reductions in obesity and
diabetes.
While the HCV program currently
offers families with vouchers the
opportunity to live in a neighborhood
of their choice (including low-poverty,
opportunity neighborhoods), families
with HCVs may continue to encounter
barriers to using their vouchers
in communities with expanded
opportunities. Common barriers
include inability to save enough money
for a security deposit, inadequate time
to find a unit, landlord unwillingness
to rent to voucher holders, or
limited awareness of neighborhood
amenities, such as the location of highperforming schools.

The Housing Choice Voucher Mobility
Demonstration will support selected
PHAs in addressing barriers to
accessing housing choices by offering
mobility-related services to increase the
number of voucher families with children
living in opportunity areas. In addition
to offering mobility-related services,
participating PHAs will work together
in their regions to adopt administrative
policies that further enable housing
mobility, increase landlord participation,
and reduce barriers for families to
move across PHA jurisdictions through
portability.
The Demonstration will face a
rigorous, independent evaluation to
determine what services are most
effective at helping families move to
opportunity areas. HUD also intends
to make materials developed for the
demonstration available to all PHAs for
us in their own communities.
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Roads to Recovery: How the pandemic is
accelerating workforce training

For decades, manufacturers in the U.S. have warned of a massive skills gap: There just aren’t enough new skilled
workers to make up for older ones who are retiring. In this installment of our series, “Roads to Recovery,” NewsHour
Weekend’s Christopher Booker reports from Connecticut on how the pandemic has accelerated a push to improve and
expand job training for the state’s large manufacturing workforce.

What is New York City Doing to Prepare Its
Workforce for the Post-Pandemic Economy?
April 28, 2021 | by Ethan Geringer-Sameth
With the announcement Friday of a $155 million investment in small businesses, including $5.5 million for workforce
development programming, Mayor Bill de Blasio staked a foothold along a critical frontier in New York City’s pandemic
recovery: preparing workers for the changing economy.
The city’s economy was devastated by the COVID-19 pandemic, with the unemployment rate jumping fivefold to a
high of over 20% last June. In-person jobs have contracted significantly, especially in hospitality, nightlife, retail, and
transportation, many of which were already in decline. At the same time, health and technology sectors have emerged
from the pandemic ready for a boom. Nearly half a million city residents are unemployed and seeking new ventures in
the molten industrial landscape.
Much is uncertain about what the post-pandemic economy will look like. Tourism and restaurants are already starting to
return but it is unclear how quickly those industries will grow and to what level.
The conditions are ripe for public and private sectors to retool the workforce and leverage the vast human capital of the
five boroughs. Economists and workforce development organizations say that, while de Blasio has taken some steps in
his executive budget, released Monday, this mayoral administration -- and the next, due in January -- need to do much
more to strike while the iron is hot.

Read Article Here
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Pandemic Exposes Size and Vulnerability of the Gig Economy
Unemployment claims for nontraditional workers in 2020 represented nearly one-fifth of the US labor force
April 29, 202, By Liz Farmer

A new analysis from the Rockefeller Institute of Government explores gig worker unemployment data, highlights the
challenges states faced in providing pandemic unemployment assistance (PUA), and considers obstacles to expanded
unemployment protections for gig workers.
The gig economy in the US has grown considerably in recent years but remains difficult to quantify precisely. One prepandemic estimate classified approximately 41 million Americans as gig workers. The gig workforce includes those on
app-based platforms, such as Uber or Doordash, independent contractors, such as freelance graphic artists or part-time
childcare workers, or on-call and “temp” workers. When the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in the US, many of these gig
workers were unable to work due to coronavirus-related restrictions imposed by state governments. They were also
unprotected by traditional unemployment insurance. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES) Act,
passed in late March 2020, expanded unemployment insurance to these workers through the end of July 2020. Congress
has since extended those benefits several times, with the pandemic unemployment assistance (PUA) now set to expire on
September 6, 2021.
The analysis by Rockefeller Institute Fellow Liz Farmer explains how many states struggled to keep up with the flood of
claims by gig and other non-traditional workers. A key challenge was verifying gig worker income. State unemployment
systems were designed to make sense of income that has been reported by employers to the government via a W-2. The
reporting form used for many receiving PUA is the 1099-K. Further, at the time, the IRS only required third-party payment
processors, which include app-based platforms, to send a 1099 to contractors if they earned more than $20,000 and
exceeded 200 transactions, excluding many gig workers from receiving these income verification forms.
“Before the pandemic, our researchers were working to define and measure the gig economy to better understand the
size and role it plays in the US’s broader economic system,” said Laura Schultz, executive director of research at the
Rockefeller Institute. “The pandemic unemployment assistance data offers another window into not just the size of this
portion of the US workforce but its vulnerability. As the country begins to build back from the pandemic, it will be critical
to consider changes to our unemployment insurance system so that these workers are not left without a safety net.”
10
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Making Workforce Training an Engine of New York
State’s Economic Recovery
Register today for a virtual policy forum co-sponsored by the Center for an Urban Future and NYATEP, on Thursday,
May 13th. Please join us for this live-streamed event, which is generously supported by Workforce Development
Institute (WDI).
Confirmed speakers include:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Lieutenant Governor Kathy Hochul
State Senator James Sanders Jr., New York State Senate
Assembly Member Harry B. Bronson, New York State Assembly
Anthony E. Munroe, President, Borough of Manhattan Community College (BMCC)
Dan Cullen, Director of Field Services, Workforce Development Institute (WDI)
Jerelyn Rodriguez, Co-Founder & CEO, The Knowledge House
Maria Huntington, Supervisor of Adult Education and Programming, Capital Region BOCES
Melinda Mack, Executive Director, NYATEP

Following a catastrophic year in which New York State lost more than a million jobs, it is abundantly clear that New
York policymakers will need to put workers—and workforce training—at the center of its plans for an economic recovery.
Indeed, the state’s unemployment rate today is more than double what it was immediately prior to the pandemic and
among the highest in the nation. Although many jobs are likely to come back in the summer or fall after most state
residents have received a COVID-19 vaccine, economists believe that several industries that employed large numbers
of workers without a college credential will face a longer road to recovery, potentially deepening the economic pain for
New Yorkers in communities already disproportionately impacted by pandemic job losses.
But what exactly should state policymakers do to help get New Yorkers back to work and prepare for a significantly
changed post-pandemic job landscape? This virtual policy forum will delve into that question and explore how the state
can bolster workforce training in such challenging economic times. The event will discuss questions including: Has the
state allocated sufficient resources for the career training investments that will be required? Do other states and cities
offer models for funding training programs that New York could replicate? What should employers, community colleges,
and nonprofit workforce providers do—or do differently?

Thursday, May 13th
10am to Noon

Register Here
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Cannabis and the Impact on the Labor Force
Now that adult use is legal in New York State, what will that mean for the workforce?
We will discuss what the fiscal impact may look like; the number of jobs expected to be created; the timeline and the
impact on the business community. Our distinuished panelists are leaders California, Massachusetts and Colorado, all
states that also have leaglized cannibis. They will discuss the impacts they have seen, things they wish they had done
and more!

Coming this May
Free to NYATEP Members | $35 - Non-members
We will also hear from a member of Governor Cuomo’s Office of Cannabis
Management!

Our Distinguished Panelists

Bob Lanter

Executive Director,
California Workforce
Association
12

Tonja Mettlach

Executive Director,
Massachusetts Workforce
Association

Kelly Folks

Director,
Arapahoe/Douglas Works!
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NYATEP’S STATEWIDE TRAINING SCAN
NYATEP is conducting a point-in-time, comprehensive Statewide survey. We are currently seeking all New York State
BOCES, Community Colleges, SUNY EOC programs that have programs in these four industries:

IT
Healthcare
Advanced Manufacturing
Construction
If your organization either runs a specific program OR funds a training program in one of these industries we need your
submission!
We are administering this survey in order to better understand the state of training for these industry areas, and to be
able to advocate for funding to scale programs as the State of New York looks to ramp up the post-pandemic economy.
In participating in this survey we will be able to do what we do best and create a snapshot of information based on
regional training availability....but we need your help to get this data!!!
IF YOU OR OUR TRAINING PROVIDER HAS MULTIPLE PRGRAMS IN THE ABOVE INDUSTRIES PLEASE REACHOUT TO
MOLLY TOCIN (MTOCIN@NYATEP.ORG).

Find Scan Here

Upcoming Trainings:
Digging Deeper into Entrance Meetings and Conducting Interviews
May 12, 2021 • 3:00 - 4:30 PM ET
2021 NAWDP Annual Conference
May 17 - May 19, 2021 • 9:00 - 5:00 PM ET
Effective and Efficient Monitoring Practices and Review Wrap-Up
Jun 02, 2021 • 2:00 - 3:30 PM ET

Register Here
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Working to Learn: New Research on Connecting
Education and Career
New White Paper from the Project on Workforce Highlights Critical Need to Better Connect Education and Career
In the wake of COVID-19 and growing inequality, America needs more pathways that bridge education and career. New
research from the Project on Workforce at Harvard draws on data from New Profit’s Postsecondary Initiative for Equity
to identify opportunities for the education-to-employment field and chart the course for connections to good jobs.

Read the Full Report Here
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Member Update

UlsterAnnounces
County
County Executive Ryan
A Green New
GREEN
NEWon
DEAL
Deal Plan For Ulster
County
Earth Day
April 2021 Plan

With over 30 goals and targets, Ulster County is the first County in New York State and among the first in the nation to
release a comprehensive Green New Deal plan
WWW.GND.ULSTERCOUNTYNY.GOV

Centering on three focus areas, the bold environmental vision sets both short and long term goals for Ulster County
from retrofitting and weatherizing 1,000 Ulster County homes per year to working to ensure that all Ulster County farmers utilize climate smart practices
OLIVEBRIDGE, N.Y. – Ulster County Executive Pat Ryan today released his Green New Deal plan for Ulster County.
Joined by environmental leaders from throughout the Hudson Valley, the report consisting of over 30 goals and targets
makes Ulster County the first County in New York State and among the first in the nation to release a comprehensive
Green New Deal plan. WATCH THE PRESS CONFERENCE.
“As we continue to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, laying the foundations for a green, equitable economy is one
of the most critical steps we can take to rebuild, realign and reinvigorate our communities,” said County Executive Pat
Ryan. “A Green New Deal allows us to stabilize our climate, transition to clean energy and protect and regenerate our
natural resources. All while doing the work to undo generations of economic and environmental injustice and create
opportunity for everyone.”
The report lays out an ambitious agenda over three critical areas to spur transformation across the Ulster County community. Each section is broken down by time frame into immediate efforts that will be launched this year, aggressive
interim targets for 2025, and long term transformative goals to reach by 2040.

Read Press Release Here

Green Career Opportunities
The green economy transcends the old divide between blue-collar manual work and white-collar desk work. The
new “green-collar” jobs are literally rebuilding our homes, our infrastructure, and all the things we use everyday,
so that they are cleaner, more efficient, and more sustainable. Jobs like:
•
•
•
•

Installing and maintaining advanced clean energy equipment,
Diagnosing and improving the energy efficiency and indoor air quality of people’s homes,
Understanding how heat and air flow through buildings to make them more comfortable and use less energy,
Creating landscapes that naturally control storm water and use fewer chemicals.

Learn More Here
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Mother Cabrini’s online grants portal opened Thursday, April 29 and will accept Letters of Inquiry for
eligible applicants for Statewide Grants Program through June 4, 2021.
Please note that current grantees who wish to be considered for renewal funding should also submit a
Letter of Inquiry. All Letters of Inquiry are subject to review, and no funding is guaranteed.

Read the Full Request Here
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RFP One-Stop Operator for the American Jobs
Centers Located in Jefferson and LewisCounties
NYATEP is pleased to release the following on behalf of the Jefferson Lewis Workforce Board to solicit proposals from
organizations that may be interested in becoming the One-Stop Operator for the American Jobs Centers known as the
WorkPlace located in Jefferson and Lewis counties. Please refer to the Request for Proposals for more information,
noting the following:
• Any question about this Request for Proposals should be provided to the New York Association of Training and
Employment Professionals (NYATEP) by April 9, 2021 to mmack@nyatep.org. Subject Line: JL RFP Questions.
• All interested parties must submit the completed RFP by May 7, 2021. The response should not exceed 10 pages
and must include pertinent biographies of the consultant and/or staff; and 3 recent references (within the last 5
years).
• The RFP must be submitted to Melinda Mack electronically at mmack@nyatep.org by 4PM on May 7, 2021 with the
Subject Line: JL RFP Submission in order to be considered.
• NYATEP staff will blind review, i.e. redact the organization name and provide a recommendation to the Board no
later than May 28, 2021.
• The Jefferson Lewis Workforce Board is responsible for the selection of the One Stop Operator and will make their
final determination at their June 2021 meeting.

Read RFP Here

Opportunities for a Better Tomorrow
Chief Executive Officer
The CEO will partner with the Board of Directors in developing and implementing the organization’s next strategic plan,
in addition to bringing innovative ideas to organizational operations, programming, external partnership-building, and
revenue streams. The CEO will continue to cultivate and embody an anti-racist and inclusive organizational culture
where staff and program participants see themselves reflected in and aligned with OBT’s mission, vision, values, and
purpose. The CEO will serve as OBT’s primary fundraiser, partnering with the Board, staff, and participants to convey
the organization’s story and impact.

Job Posting Here

NYATEP is selling Ad Space in the Workforce Buzz! Interested in
promoting your organization or brand?
Contact Molly Tocin- mtocin@nyatep.org
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